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Jinan Acetate Chemical @ a Glance

• Ticker: 4763 TT

• Market Cap – 22 May 2023: NT$42,597 mn

• 2022 Revenue: NT$4,269 mn

• ROE: Averaged 29% in 2018 through 2022

• 2022 Cash Dividend&Stock Dividend: 

NT$9.7&NT$1.5per share

• Business Scope: Exports to more than 50 countries

Products - Applications 

• Zaozhung, Shandong
• Acetate Flake Production 
• Employees: 157

• Jinan, Shandong
• Acetate Tow Production
• Employees: 225

Plastic Grade 
Diacetate Flake

Fiber Grade 
Diacetate 

Flake

Acetate 
Tow

Filter

Optical Frames

Jinan Acetate

Acetek Material
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Acetek Environmental

• Jinan, Shandong(Started production 

in March 2023)

• Acetate Tow Production
• Employees: 79

Acetek Momentun

• Zaozhung, Shandong
• Cellulose Anhydride
• Employees: 44



Capacity Expansion to Support Our Growth

Capacity Growth through New Lines and Debottleneck
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Note: the capacity refers on this page is actual capacity.



Key Highlights
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✓ The double-digit growth momentum expected to extend to next year

With strong demand and continuous capacity expansion, Optimistic about 2023 annual revenue reaching a new high. Growing above

industry average leads to market share gain and strengthens our position in the industry.

✓ Structurally improved margins

With falling raw material costs, 1Q23 gross margin was around 54%, higher than the average level in the past five years of 31% due to

vertical integration. Vertical integration into the production of acetic anhydride should improve our cost structure. Due to the supply and

demand issues, we will continue to communicate with customers to adjust the price. The substantial expansion of our production

capacity over the past several years has helped Acetek achieve greater economies of scale. We expect 2023 core business profitability be

better than 2022.

✓ Taking advantage of the circular-economy opportunities while aiming to be more vertically integrated

We will increase investment in research and development of green, environmentally friendly materials. We see some encouraging results

in the biodegradable fibers that we are developing. We are promoting the products and evaluating the investment for production

expansion. We also aim to increase our exposure to alternative cigarette products and continue to look for opportunities to integrate

vertically further.



ESG- Sustainable Environment
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✓ Environmental management

Our company introduced and established the ISO14001 environmental management system, and passed the verification of the third-party

Shanghai Ingle Certification Co., Ltd. in 2018, demonstrating its determination to spare no effort in environmental management. Among

them, the cost of wastewater treatment and the cost of new and renovated environmental protection facilities are the most important, and

these two items account for 97.7% of the environmental protection expenditure, which shows that the Company attaches great importance

to environmental management.

✓ Water Resources and Wastewater Treatment

Our company's recycled water volume in 2021 will reach 378,449 tons, accounting for 64.24% of the total annual water consumption; in the 
use of water resources, the water consumption in 2021 will drop significantly compared with the previous year, mainly due to the water 
storage of Jinan Acetate and Acetek Material. The measures are mature. Only when the amount of recycled water reaches the expected 
effect can the water consumption in the company's operations be effectively reduced.

✓ Raw material management/recycling

Instructions for the recovery of acetic acid by Acetek Material : 30% dilute acid is produced in the production process of the finished product

line of acetate, which is fed into the acetic acid recovery system. After filtration, extraction and rectification, 99.5% acetic acid is obtained

into the storage tank, and enters the cellulose acetate as a raw material The production line is reused to reduce material consumption.



ESG-Sustainable Environment
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• ESG-Sustainable Environment 

Photovoltaic power station
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Sales Breakdown
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Sales in  2023 1~4 was NT$2,317 million, better 103% than 2022 1~4

Acetate Tow
76%

Acetate Flake
22%

Acetic 
Anhydride

2%

Jan. through Apr.  2023

Acetate Tow Acetate Flake Acetic Anhydride

Acetate Tow
63%

Acetate Flake
27%

Acetic 
Anhydride

10%

Jan. through Apr.  2022

Acetate Tow Acetate Flake Acetic Anhydride



1Q23 Performance
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✓ Sales grew 94% YoY to NT$1,569mn in 1Q23, reaching a

record high for a single quarter.

✓ 1Q23 Tow sales grew 115% YoY and Flake sales grew 95% YoY.

✓ Key Performance Highlights were:

• 1Q23 gross profit grew 235% YoY to NT$848m.

• 1Q23 gross margin was 54.3%, higher than the average of
about 31% in the past five years.

• Net profit was NT$522m, and net profit margin was 33%.

• Earnings per share were NT$7.44

✓ The sales in the 1Q23 was due to the substantial in acetate tow
revenue, and the demand for spinning-grade vinegar tablets and
plastic-grade vinegar tablets for eyeglasses remained strong.
Supply and demand issues lead to price increases.

✓ Capacity expansion of 8,000 tons of tow to 28,000 tons per year.

✓ The gross profit margin rebounded in 1Q23, Because

• The price of raw material acetic acid continued to decline, and
the average price of acetic acid in the 1Q23 was about
RMB2,850/ton.

• Adjust the selling price.

Key 1Q23 Performance Metrics Key Observations



Outlook: Sales in the Q1 was better than the same period last year. 
Growth momentum is expected to continue

1Q23 Flake revenues grew 95% YoY. Mainly due to the gradual unblocking of Europe and the United States, the terminal demand for

frames will remain strong, and the reorganization of the industrial chain will intensify due to the escalation of the trade war. We are

optimistic about the domestic demand market for vinegar films in China, It is expected to complete the capacity expansion of 3,000 tons

of flake in June 2023. The total designed annual production capacity of flake is 33,000 tons. At present, the production Acetate Flake is

fully loaded, and the prices of some takeaways have been gradually adjusted.

1Q23 Tow sales grew 115% YoY. As the US and many European countries have started to ease down lockdown restrictions, duty-free

shops affected by travel restrictions are expected to gradually recover, driving demand for tows. In addition, Tow is expected to

continue to benefit from the supply shortage caused by trade war and changing geopolitical conditions, resulting in an increase in

sales prices. Due to the reordering of the global supply chain, the current material orders in 2023 have exceeded the existing

production capacity. In order to meet customer demand, Acetek Environmental was completed in March 2023, and the production

capacity of 8,000 tons and 9,000 tons of tow was launched in March and April respectively, with an annual production capacity of

37,000 tons. The long-term trend of supply chain changes is expected to continue to support the company growing up.

Acetate Tow

Acetate Flake

Acetic 
Anhydride

Acetic anhydride revenue was stable in 1Q23, accounting for 2% of consolidated revenue. The new acetic anhydride plant has a

designed production capacity of 60,000 tons.In addition to reducing and stabilizing production costs for self-use, batch take-out has

been started .
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Sales Growth 
& 

Profitability
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• Optimistically, this year's revenue will hit a new high and achieve double-digit growth. At
present, the visibility of orders is quite good. This year's orders have been negotiated, and
the revenue growth is expected to continue to hit the best since its listing.

• Demand for tows and flakes is strong. Since the third quarter of last year, the product price
adjustment with customers has been carried out. With the continuous increase in
production capacity, the economic scale has been expanded, and upstream integration has
been carried out, and factors such as maintaining low raw material prices will help increase
gross profit margin growth.

• The world's four major tobacco manufacturers have all become customers of the company.
In March and April 2023, the production capacity expansion of 8,000 tons and 9,000 tons of
tow has been completed respectively to meet the strong market demand. It is also
expected to complete 3,000 tons of flakes capacity expansion in June 2023. Generally
speaking, we are optimistic about the revenue growth in 2023!

Outlook for 2023 



HNB(IQOS) Prospects

• The output of FY2021 heat-not-burn pods was about 95

billion, accounting for about 13.2% of the total shipments.

• The output of FY2022 heat-not-burn pods was about

109.2billion, accounting for about 14.9% of the total

shipments.

• According to data from the PMI market research institute,

heated tobacco units (HTU, Heated Tobacco Units) are the

category with the highest user conversion rate among harm-

reduced tobacco products, and the IQOS series of heated

tobacco equipment and related pods are the largest market

share in the multi-country heated tobacco market.

• According to a new research report, the global e-cigarette

market is valued at US$17.301 billion and is expected to

reach US$94.317 billion in 2031, with a CAGR of 16.8% from

2022 to 2031.
13

Source：PMI
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HNB(IQOS)

There are many stores 

in Taipei



Name Here

Construction Status and Investment Plan-Acetate Tow

• Acetate women's clothing continues to increase and brand advantage.
• Biodegradable use of consumer goods and packaging materials.
• New applications for electronic products (Inculding HNB and cooperation with 

first-tier mobile phone manufacturers).

• In the first quarter of 2022, the project will be approved by the local government.
• Land acquisition in the first quarter of 2022.
• Construction of the plant in the second half of 2022 is expected to start 

production in March 2023 with a capacity of 8,000 tons and an additional 9,000 
tons in April of the same year

• The total investment is about 100 million RMB (plant + equipment).

Outlook–Prospects of Cullulose Acetate

To diversify product categories and expand the downstream customer base
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Our 5-Year Targets

Expand our global market share in acetate tows to 7%

Be an industry leader in the development of biodegradable 
acetate flakes, and recyclable acetate flakes for optical frames, 
aiming to take advantage of circular-economy opportunities

Sustain ROE in excess of 20%
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04 Continue to perform well and strengthen the commitment and 
practice of environmental sustainability



Disclaimer
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•The information contained in this confidential document ("Presentation") has been prepared by Jinan Acetate Chemical Co., Ltd. (Cayman) (the "Company"). It has not been fully 
verified and is subject to material updating, revision and further amendment. While the information contained herein has been prepared in good faith, neither the Company nor any of 
its shareholders, directors, officers, agents, employees or advisers gives, has given or has authority to give, any representations or warranties (express or implied) as to, or in relation to, 
the accuracy, reliability or completeness of the information in this Presentation, or any revision or supplement thereof, or of any other written or oral information made or to be made 
available to any interested party or its advisers (all such information being referred to as "Information") and liability therefore is expressly disclaimed. Accordingly, neither the Company 
nor any of its shareholders, directors, officers, agents, employees or advisers takes any responsibility for, or will accept any liability whether direct or indirect, express or implied, 
contractual, tortious, statutory or otherwise, in respect of, the accuracy or completeness or injury of the Information or for any of the opinions contained herein or for any errors, 
omissions or misstatements or for any loss, howsoever arising, from the use of this Presentation or the information. 

•Neither the issue of this Presentation nor any part of its contents is to be taken as any form of commitment on the part of the Company to proceed with any transaction and the right is 
reserved by the Company to terminate any discussions or negotiations with any prospective investors. In no circumstances will the Company be responsible for any costs, losses or 
expenses incurred in connection with any appraisal or investigation of the Company. In furnishing this Presentation, the Company does not undertake or agree to any obligation to 
provide the recipient with access to any additional information or to update this Presentation or to correct any inaccuracies in, or omissions from, this Presentation which may become 
apparent. 

•This Presentation should not be considered as the giving of investment advice by the Company or any of its shareholders, directors, officers, agents, employees or advisers. Each party 
to whom this Presentation is made available must make its own independent assessment of the Company after making such investigations and taking such advice as may be deemed 
necessary. In particular, any estimates or projections or opinions contained herein necessarily involve significant elements of subjective judgment, analysis and assumptions and each 
recipient should satisfy itself in relation to such matters. 

•This Presentation includes certain statements that may be deemed “forward-looking statements”. All statements in this discussion, other than statements of historical facts, that 
address future activities and events or developments that the Company expects, are forward-looking statements. Although the Company believes the expectations expressed in such 
forward-looking statements are based on reasonable assumptions, such statements are not guarantees of future performance and actual results or developments may differ materially 
from those in the forward-looking statements. Factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those in forward-looking statements include market prices, continued 
availability of capital and financing, general economic, market or business conditions and other unforeseen events. Prospective Investors are cautioned that any such statements are not 
guarantees of future performance and that actual results or developments may differ materially from those projected in forward-looking statements. 



Thank You
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